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Nathan Blackmore 
Batsman of the Carnival

Michael Holt 
Bowler of the Carnival

Photos on the cover:

Phillip Hughes a young life cut dramatically short.

Richie Renaud and Ian Craig both completed their innings.

Carnival - Adelaide January 2015
Ashley Mallet presents the Trophies

NSW Captain Anthony BouAntoun with the Shield

New South Wales Winners
Carnival 2014 – 2015
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President’s Report
A season of outstanding cricket with some very close matches, including one with an extraordinary conclusion. 
The last match was a first for pharmacy cricket and was played at the great ground Bradman Oval Bowral.

The National Cricket Carnival, the eighth we have played, involved six teams ranging from Queensland 
to Western Australia, was played in the beautiful city of Adelaide. Pharmacy Cricket last played the 
Carnival in Adelaide in 2009.

To bring pharmacists and students together at events such as the Carnival from across Australia is both 
rewarding and outstanding in what is achieved.

This season we again awarded the two Pharmacy Cricket scholarships at $2500 each. The recipients are shown below and 
again we were impressed with the standard of the applications, especially to the question regarding the future of the 
profession and how the applicants might contribute.

All involved with cricket have been saddened by the untimely death of Phillip Hughes and the passing of Richie Benaud 
and of our fellow pharmacist and joint patron Ian Craig.

So much of what we achieve depends of the enthusiasm of our members and substantially on the support of our sponsors. 
We say a very sincere thank you to those who consider what we achieve is worthy of support.

The Carnival final between New South Wales and South Australia was played at Kensington Oval, the delightful and former 
club ground of Don Bradman. New South Wales after not having won the Carnival for six years won a closely contested match.

The traditional Blues v Golds match, the Sydney v Newcastle match and the final match of the season the President’s XI v 
The Invitation XI were all very close games, especially the match at Bowral.

I record with pleasure the attendance of our Patron Brian Booth and his wife Judy at the Carnival in Adelaide also Rob 
O’Shannassy for his outstanding organisation for so much of the Carnival. He must surely be named ’Mr Cricket’ South Australia. 
Likewise Paul Mahoney, Peter O’Reilly, Binh Luu and others of our committee must be recognised for their commitment.

The city of Perth is the venue for the next Carnival to be played in January 2016.

Greg Hodgson
June 2015

Scholarship winners 2014 – 2015
Both students received $2500 towards their University course. The scholarships are funded by Pharmacy Cricket with the 
support of our Sponsors

Arnav Chug
A third year pharmacy student at  

Monash University also a member of 
the Victorian Pharmacy Cricket Team

Laura Triggs
A first year pharmacy student at  
Sydney University and a student 

from Kirrawee High School Sydney
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A group of the Pharmacy Cricket sponsors

Our Tribute to Phillip Hughes, Richie 
Benaud and Ian Craig

Pharmacy Cricket member Graham Reed 
and his wife Jo was awarded ‘Ventage 

Umpire’ by The Lord’s Taverners

 ‘Mr Cricket’ South Australia Bob 
O’Shannassy

The Lord’s Taverners Sponsors Dinner  
at the Sydney Cricket Ground
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National Cricket Carnival
Adelaide, South Australia - January 2015

New South Wales Regains the ‘Shield’

New South Wales - Champions 2014 – 2015
Captain Anthony BouAntoun

Not having won the ‘Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield’ for six years, the New South Wales 
team won the Carnival final in a closely contested match  against South Australia.

The match was played at Kensington Oval, the former club ground of Don Bradman.

New South players Nathan Blackmore and Michael Holt both from Newcastle were named’ Batsman’ and 
‘Bowler’ of the Carnival respectively.

Also Sydney Pharmacy Student Will Clayton won two ‘Man of the Match’ awards.

Teams from Queensland, Victoria, Western Australia and the Pharmacy Industry were also part of the 
four days of this 8th National Cricket Carnival.

The Trophy Presentation dinner was held at the recently remodelled and outstanding Adelaide Oval 
with over 100 present.

Former Test player Ashley Mallett was the guest speaker and presented the various awards which 
included a replica of the famous Cricket ‘Shield’ to New South Wales captain Anthony BouAntoun.
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The final for this eighth National Carnival was played at the 
picturesque and delightful Kensington Oval, the former club 
ground of Don Bradman.  

South Australian captain Brett Fishpool on winning the toss 
decided to bat on a wicket that appeared to be full of runs.  
Facing a strong New South Wales bowling attack South Australia 
lost their first wicket in the 4th over  to  be 1 for 6. Tight bowling 
kept the scoring down and wickets fell regularly. A partnership 
between Angus Hall 25 & Trent Laslett 21 steadied the side 
and Matthew Gillespie with 30 not out took the score to 7 for 
114.  Tony Herro in one over had Trent Laslett caught by Mark 
Sheppard and ran out Stu Hook by deflecting the ball onto the 
stumps.  Will Clayton, Chris Hulston and Michael Holt combined 
to take the remaining wickets to dismiss South Australia for 138. 
There were four ducks in their innings. Will Clayton had the best 
bowling figures with 3 for 25 from his 7.4 overs. Michael Holt 
took 2 for 33 and Chris Hulston 2 for 31.

New South Wales were confident chasing a modest 138 and started 
well with Nathan Blackmore and Mark Sheppard taking the score 
to 58, when Sheppard was stumped off the spin bowling of Jason 
Harvey who then took another wicket in his next over.  

NSW were 3 for 76 when Blackmore retired on 45. Christian 
Hernandez came to the crease scoring 42 to take NSW close to 
chasing down the South Australian total.. The spinners Jason Harvey 
and Matthew Gillespie both took two wickets and NSW looked 
vulnerable with three ducks. Peter Mikhail with 23 not out and 
Chris Hulston 4 not out steered the ship safely to take New South 
Wales to 5 for 139 giving  them their first Carnival win in six years.

South Australian bowlers Jason Harvey took 2 for 20 and Matthew 
Gillespie 2 for 16 off their allocated 8 overs each.Captaining NSW, 
Anthony BouAntoun and his team were delighted with the win.

Will Clayton was awarded the ‘Man of the Match’ trophy. 

National Cricket Carnival
Adelaide, South Australia - January 2015. Carnival Final

New South Wales v South Australia

New South Wales - National Champions 2015

Anthony BouAntoun receives the Carnival Trophy from Ashley Mallett
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National Cricket Carnival
Adelaide, South Australia - January 2015

South Australia defeats Pharmacy Industry

Pharmacy Industry, last season’s winners, lost two early wickets but with David Kelly 61, Adrian McCaffrey 62 not 
out (5 fours & 5 sixes), Mark Thulborne 15 and Ben Sullivan 16, they scored a respectable 201. Of the remaining 
batsmen only one had a score of over 10.

Anghus Hall took 2 for 16 off two overs and Jono Gill took 2 for 44 off 7 overs.

South Australia faced a difficult task. Not so. Openers 
captain Brett Fishpool and Michael Wakim had an 
opening stand of 44, when Wakim was dismissed. 
Fishpool with Jack Ramsey took the score to 100, 
when Fishpool was dismissed for 31.

Anghus Hall with a patient 19 and Stu Hook 43 took the 
score to be within touching distance of the Industry total.

It was left to Jason Harvey 17 (two 4’s & one six),  
Matthew Gillespie 14 not out and Michael Broadbent 3 
not out to score the winning runs. South Australia 7 for 
204. Stu Hook was named ‘Man of the Match’.

South Australia
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National Cricket Carnival
Adelaide, South Australia - January 2015

Queensland has a close match vs Industry

Having put their team together in a hurry the new look fellows from north of the border were keen 
facing last season’s winners.

Industry were 2 for 22 after their 12th over from good bowling for Jens Christensen (who finished with 
4 for 17) and Alex Page taking the early wickets.  Strong batting from Alex Mayes 47 and Ben Sullivan 
who remained not out 54 helped Industry to score 9 for 207. Six of the Industry team failed to score 
more than 10 runs. In addition to Jens Christensen and Alex Page the wickets were shared between 
Dominic Hudson, Tim Adams, and Dominic Cooley. 

Queensland had a disappointing start and were 1 for 2 at the end of their 3rd over. Tom Adams 42 and 
Jens Christensen 43 not out aided by Jason Luu 24 moved the score along for their team to be all out 
for 178. Three batsmen failed to trouble the scorer. Industry bowlers Matthew Jonas 3 for 10 and Mark 
Thulborne 3 for 29 had the best figures. 

A commendable effort by Queensland against a strong opposition and speaks well for the future.  Jens 
Christensen with 43 not out and 4 for 17 (2 maidens) was unlucky not to be named ‘Man of the Match’. 

Ben Sullivan from Industry was named ‘Man of the Match’.

The Queensland team
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It was hot early and lovely later on with some cloud cover 
and south westerly breeze. The Adelaide University, oval 
had amazing views (not the city skyline either but a lovely 
young suntanned  lass doing a work out with her personal 
trainer close to the mid-wicket boundary) and this seemed 
to undermine the concentration of our opening bowler. 
Peter “”Tablets”” Arbery was given the new cherry to open 
the bowling with Alex Page, but could not control his 
deliveries into a strong head wind. His focus on line and 
length were obviously lacking.

Kym Laslett took a great catch to secure the first wicket (also 
his first ever catch in Pharmacy Cricket) off veteran Kingsley 
Coulthard who is making a comeback after a six year absence. 
Michael “”Muffy” Broadbent again bowled with excellent pace 
but without using any of the luck that he is keeping for the 
Carnival next month. Kym Lasslet also got about halfway into 
a hat-trick and Peter “”Boom Boom” Halstead got his first ever 
wicket and then did it again. The ball then preceded to follow 
him around the field with great ferocity leaving him with some 
reasonable bruises. All in all, a very good workout with some 
great bowling against some very good  batsman. We needed 
to get 180 off the 35 allotted overs.

The AHPRA boys (Halstead and Broadbent) opened the 

batting and they looked really good until the unplayable 
first ball which took out Muffy’s stumps. The tall 
psychiatrist who opened the opposition attack had not 
moved a ball that far for 10 years. In the spirit of these 
games Muffy was called back to last only a couple more 
deliveries. This suited him, as he was under wife Jane’s 
instructions to be home at a reasonable hour to assist with 
their Christmas function which was to entertain some of 
Port Adelaide AFL player’s parents and some of the Club’s 
hierarchy. Our best two batsmen were Michael Wakim and 
Alex Page who both retired at 30 runs. Unfortunately Alex 
had to leave early to catch his flight back to Broken Hill 
so was unable to return to the crease later to help snare a 
victory. In the end we were a bit short on required run-
rate in the dying overs which led to some riskier batting. 
We finished about 27 runs short.

It was a great day with the Adelaide University Cricket Club 
Legends really trying to give us a good hit out prior to the 
tournament. Rarely is sport played with the big picture so 
clearly in an oppositions mind. We are really fortunate to 
have this support. A great afternoon tea was provided and 
some cold beverages were enjoyed after the game.

Rob O’Shannassy

Pharmacy South Australia vs 
Adelaide Cricket Club Legends

Adelaide University Main Oval
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National Cricket Carnival
Adelaide, South Australia - January 2015

The Teams

New South Wales

Victoria

 Queensland

 South Australia

Industry

Western Australia
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Will Clayton with Man of the Match award Geoff & Glenis Ponsford

Western Australia at the dinner Queensland at the dinner

The Toss. VIC & NSW Caps presentation Greg Hodgson directing events

New South Wales at the dinner South Australia at the dinner

Carnival Moments
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The Blues win in a dramatic finish
The opening match of the Pharmacy Cricket season 
produced a game only scripted in heaven. Bright sunshine 
and the best ground, all was set to produce a game that 
was won on the second last ball of the day.

The Golds batting first scored a total of 174 in their 40 
overs. Chris Georges retired not out 41 and Danny Huynh 
retired at the obligatory 40. Mark Sheppard with 34 and 
David Jogia with 16 helped to produce a competitive total.

The Blues despite having two fast opening bowlers Will 
Clayton and Graeme Cameron who each took only one 
wicket, the bowling honours for the Blues went to Nick 
Bennie 2 for 29 and Andrew McLachlan 2 for 33.

A great BBQ lunch under the trees provided by chefs Binh and 
Jason Luu ensured the players were well fed and enjoyed by all.

The Blues had a good start losing their first wicket at 44 with 
opener Nathan Blackmore batting on to retire on 43. Adrian 
Sobol 12, Nick Bennie 17 and Brenton Hart with 18 helped to 
move the score to take the Blues to 4 for 101. Wickets then fell 
with the Blues losing four wickets with the addition of only 10 
runs, including two ducks, one being a ‘Golden Duck’. Taking the 
score to 7 for 113, victory to the Golds was well in sight. Not so. 
Captain Anthony BouAntoun coming in at number 10 set about 
a  determined innings of 33, testing the players on the boundary 

to stop his hitting four 4’s  and was supported by Andrew 
McLachlan who remained not out with 17. Golds captain 
Christian Hernandez with regular field settings did his best to 
stop the flow of runs. However with BouAntoun’s dismissal the 
Blues were not yet home. At 9 for 164 and the last batsman 
out, Nathan Blackmore having retired, was able to resume his 
innings. Supported by Andrew McLachlan, Blackmore held 
out opening bowlers Chris Georges and Michael Holt to tie the 
scores. Two balls left for the innings, with Blackmore facing, he 
let fire with a lofted drive over midwicket for a four. 

A win to the Blues!

For the Golds, the two fast opening bowlers Chris Georges 
and Michael Holt despite a strong effort off their 8 overs 
each, could only take one wicket. Christian Hernandez 
with 3 for 33, Jason Luu with 2 for 25 and Andrew Hakeem 
with 2 for 40 were the best of the Gold’s bowlers. Of the 15 
games played since 2000, the Blues captained by Anthony 
BouAntoun have won the last seven. A unique performance.

Professor Andrew McLachlan, well know media personality and 
renowned academic, was awarded ‘Man of the Match’. His two 
sons Tim and Nick joined their Dad, one playing in each team. 

A wonderful way to start the season with all involved saying it was 
a great day, with wonderful fellowship and an outstanding match.

‘Pharmacy Cricket is indeed alive and well”

Blues vs Golds
Shore School Grounds Northbridge - Sunday 12 October 2014

The Blues & Golds

The Toss Man of the Match The Trophy is won again
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On a hot, humid and cloudless day these two rivals meet on 
one of the best school ground in Sydney. Newcastle, having 
won their last three games, were set to add a forth to their tally.

Sydney captain Anthony BouAntoun, on winning the toss, had 
no difficulty in deciding to bat. Openers Chris Hulston and 
Jason Luu gave Sydney a solid start, losing their first wicket 
in the 10th over.  Mark Sheppard joined Hulston to move the 
score along. Hulston retired on the oblatory 40 (returning later 
to finish with 57 not out) was joined by Danny Huynh who, not 
having faced a ball, was run out by a direct throw by Nathan 
Blackmore for a ‘Golden Duck’. Sydney were 3 for 83 when 
Sheppard was dismissed for 18. Sylvester Sein 13, Peter Mikhail 
13 and Anthony BouAntoun with 33 gave Sydney a creditable 
score of 6 for 130, but with three quick dismissals to be 9 for 
146. Hulston, on resuming his inning with one over remaining, 
hit a six and with David Sidgreaves, added 20 runs off this last 
over for Sydney to finish 9 for 166 off their 40 overs.

Newcastle openers Nathan Blackmore and Nick Barnett were 
both dismissed for a score of 30. Captain Chris Hernandez 
played a captain’s innings, losing his next two partners quickly, 
so he decided to attack, being dismissed attempting to hit 
a four to reach 40.  If successful, he would have been able to 
retire and later resume his innings. Nathan Martin joined with 
Brenton Hart and Martin set about restoring the Newcastle 
chances of a win with a six and four 4’s, having to retire on 40.  
Hart was joined by Graeme Cameron and with a severe storm, 
thunder and lightning, the umpires called the players off the 
field. Newcastle 6 for 121 with 8 overs yet to play. 

No further play was possible due to the heavy rain, lighting and 
strong wind. As a result had not been achieved, it was suggested 
that the run rate would decide the winner. This calculation showed 
that Sydney had a better run rate and was declared the winner.

This decision was later confirmed by the use of the ‘Duckworth 
- Lewis’ system. 

Bowling for Sydney, Tony Herro and Chris Hulston both took 
two wickets. For Newcastle, Nick Barnett took 2 for 4 off his 
two overs, Jason McKendry and Brenton Hart also taking two 
wickets. It was suggested that if the game had proceeded, 
there could possibly have been a very close finish. 

‘Man of the Match’ award went to Chris Hulston, with 57 not 
out and taking two wickets.

The Sydney-Newcastle rivalry continues, with each city having won 
four games since the competition commenced back in 2006, there 
having been two games that were washed out in 2011 & 2012.

Sydney v Newcastle
Shore School Grounds Northbridge - Sunday 1st March 2015

Sydney and Newcastle
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This being the last match of the season, we were determined it 
should be played, especially as Bradman Oval was the place.

The possibility of rain caused some doubt, however all was well 
and the rain held off.

On arriving early at the ground, we were impressed to see the 
ground staff at work preparing the wicket and the ground in such 
a way as to consider it was the equivalent to what we would have 
expected to see at the Sydney Cricket Ground before a Test match.

It was disappointing that many of our members were not available 
due to the day being a Saturday with work, weddings, family 
commitments, injury etc. We were fortunate to be able to have 
some of the local lads to ensure we had two full teams.

Under cloud cover and a light breeze the match came to a 
conclusion that we have never before experienced. 

The last two batsmen for the President’s team needed to score 50 
runs to win the match. This seemed an impossible task. Pharmacists 
Chris Georges and Binh Luu were to achieve the impossible. With 
patience and good cricket they scored the required runs. A win to the 
President’s team or so we thought. The players put the covers back 
over the wicket for a game the next day, the umpires removed the 
stumps and the teams started to return to the pavilion. Suddenly the 
scorer called out WAIT! Why we thought. Again WAIT! Wait for what 
we said. The answer ‘The total is four runs short’!  Shock horror.

A quick conference decided that a result should be determined 
as there was just over an over left. The covers were removed the 
stumps placed back and the game resumed. The Invitation team 
hoping, no doubt, they could still win the match. Georges and 

Luu had to face their moment of truth. In the best spirit of true 
cricketers and pharmacists they achieved the runs required.

The President’s Team claimed they had won the match twice!

We have had several very close results since we restarted 
Pharmacy Cricket at Bradman Oval in April 2000, never had we 
played a match with such a unique conclusion.

The match saw on opening partnership for the Invitation team 
of 72 by Will Clayton 24 and Nic Devitt, who had to retire on 40 
resuming his innings later.  Wickets then fell regularly for the 
Invitation team to be 6 for 117. Of the remaining batsmen Brenton 
Hart scored 26 and Devitt returned to finish with 41 not out for 
the Invitation team to conclude their innings to be 9 for 159. 
Oliver Cheatle had the best figures of the bowlers with 3 for 35.

The President’s team had a poor start and were 2 for 23. Hayden Kerr 
with 32 and David Jogia with 39 moved the score along to be 5 for 84. 
Two ducks and good bowling by Brenton Hart held the President’s 
team to 9 for 106. Victory to the Invitation XI seemed assured, but the 
partnership by Georges not out 27 and Luu not out 21 saved the day.

Brenton Hart had the best bowling figures of 4 for 21 off his 8 
overs and was unlucky not be names ‘Man of the Match when 
added to his 26 runs. The Man of the Match’ was awarded to Nic 
Devitt who having opened the innings remained 41 not out.

It was pleasing to have the General Manager Justin Rolls and 
representative Nicky Benning of Amneal, the most recent sponsor 
of Pharmacy Cricket, attend the match with their families.

‘Long live Pharmacy Cricket’

An Extraordinary Cricket match
Bradman Oval   Bowral - Saturday 18th April 2015

President’s XI v Invitation XI

‘Player of the Season’ Medal Presented  
to Anthony BouAntoun

President’s Team captain Anthony 
BouAntoun with the Match Trophy

‘Man of the Match’ Nic Devitt
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A very close result The umpire is not going to fly

Clean bowled - Industry vs Western Australia

Michael Broadbent (SA) in full cry

Professor Andrew McLachlan is ‘Man of the Match’ Cap presentation The toss in the final - NSW vs SA

Victoria v Western Australia

The way to play a great shot

Scenes from the season
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